


 
Appendix A 

Questions and Answers 
CQI16052 

 
 
Question 1: Please provide additional information (drawings, specs) for the following items: 
 

  
 
 
Answer: We do not have additional information for the above referenced items. 
 
Question 2: Can you please let me know what the shrink ratio is of the following material: 

 

R59700122 

TUBING,SHRINK:DOUBLE WALL HIGH VOLTAGE HEAT,3/8 IN,CLEAR, 
TEXT:DOUBLE WALL SHRINK W/ 2500V BREAKDOWN RATING REST TO LOW 

TEMP W/O CRACKING 250 DEG C 
 
Answer: shrink ratio is 3:1 
 
Question 3: Please provide specifications for the safety vest: 435-520-080  
 
Answer: WMATA Item # R42400209 Safety vest is removed from the price sheet. 
 
Question 4: The period of performance is one year commencing on the date of award with one option period.” 
How long is this option period, one year? Will we be able to escalate prices if the option is exercised, or must 
prices be firm? 
 
Answer: Option period is an additional one year if option is exercised. Prices quoted for option period must be 
firm for the duration of the option period. We may entertain escalation calculation for option period. Please 
provide details of your pricing structure for option period. 
 
Question 5: Page 13 – Section 1(b): The last sentence states, “The Contractor shall honor any order exceeding 
the maximum order limitations in paragraph.”  To which paragraph is this sentence referring to?  
 
Answer: The maximum order limitation as stated under Section 1(b) is $250,000. 

 
Question 6: Page 16 – Section 12(b): First sentence states, “The Authority may elect to award a Contract on the 
basis of the initial Proposals as received in accordance with the Evaluation Criteria set forth in 
paragraph….”  To which paragraph is this sentence referring to? 
 
Answer:  Evaluation criteria can be found on page 17, section 13 titled EVALUATION CRITERIA AND Basis 
for Award.  
 
Question 7: Line#112 R12400232. Is this quantity(14,000) an EAU? Will you take all at once? Scheduled releases 
over 6 – 12 months? 
 
Answer: The quantity is 14,000 each. Please under the comment field include your packaging information. For 
instance, if you sell a unit of measure of box, please indicate how many pieces are included in a box. If you are 
awarded this item, Purchase Order will stipulate quantity and delivery dates. 
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Question 8: Line#146 R53100215. Your description does not specify a pattern, i.e. (examples) NE8 (Light Hex) 
or NU8 (Heavy Hex) or Thin series, i.e. NTE8 or NTU8. Please specify or send drawing. 
Do you have any specs on the Yellow Zinc plating? 
Also, Is this quantity(80,000) an EAU? Will you take all at once? Scheduled releases over 6 – 12 months? 
 
Answer: We do not have additional information regarding this item. The quantity is 80,000 each. Please under 
the comment field include your packaging information. For instance, if you sell a unit of measure of box, please 
indicate how many pieces are included in a box. If you are awarded this item, Purchase Order will stipulate 
quantity and delivery dates. 
 
 
Question 9: Please provide additional information for these line items: 

068000120 
ENVELOPE:OPEN SIDE,WOVE,9-1/2 IN X 12-5/8 IN,BOOKLET CORNER CD WASHINGTON 
METROPOLITAN AREA TRANSIT AUTHORITY 

R99990260 LABEL:STICKER DOT,3/4",GLOW GREEN 
 
Answer: These items are removed from the Price Sheet. 
  

End of Amendment A001 




